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Essex's International Agenda in 1595 and His Device of the Indian Prince
Linda Shenk
In the fall of 1595, Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, was poised to attain political greatness, and he knew it. The international political climate had become sufficiently precarious that a statesman with Essex's particular expertise in foreign intelligence and military matters possessed skills well-tailored to address England's current crises. Spain was once again preparing to invade, this time with an armada greater than in 1588; relations with England's key ally France were cooling; and the financial and military advantages of asserting a presence in the New World were becoming increasingly evident. Aware of this moment as opportune for his political career, Essex engaged in a period of intense personal campaigning during the latter half of 1595-campaigning that, significantly, involved two theatrical entertainments produced for Queen Elizabeth I. These dramatic spectacles took place in the final weeks of 1595, and in both, Essex encouraged the queen to endorse his vision for a more internationally assertive England.
Essex sponsored the first of these two entertainments for Elizabeth on her Accession Day (17 November) with action that began on the tiltyard and continued after supper with a device scholars have titled Of Love and Self-Love. This interlude used the language of love to portray Essex as a selflessly devoted pupil of his queen's wisdom, and it deftly acknowledged two of Elizabeth's recent displays of erudition that were steeped in international politics, particularly Anglo-French relations. i Essex used this device to present himself as the candidate whose expertise in foreign affairs made him the most qualified to serve as Elizabeth's next Principal
Secretary. During this same period, he entertained the queen a second time with a piece that scholars often refer to as the device of the Indian prince. This interlude, again focused on love, is so clearly connected to Of Love and Self-Love in action and in references that the Calendar of State Papers assigns it also to 17 November 1595.
ii Steven W. May outlines the connections between the two devices and further suggests that the device of the Indian prince probably followed Of Love and Self-Love.
iii Despite their tantalizing links, however, the exact relationship between these two entertainments remains a puzzle, largely because no textual evidence has surfaced to verify when the device of the Indian prince was performed. (There is an eyewitness account suggesting that Of Love and Self-Love was staged on Accession Day.
iv ) The uncertainty regarding the performance of the device of the Indian prince has left this fascinating entertainment largely unstudied, and some of the few scholars who do mention it wonder if it was performed at all. v In this essay, I will claim not only that it was performed but also that we have a visual representation of its action-an image that supports dating the entertainment to the first three weeks of December 1595.
Because Essex's device of the Indian prince overtly acknowledges international contexts and directly involves the queen, it provides a remarkable window into how the earl sought to woo Elizabeth into accepting his transnational vision. Indeed, Essex and Elizabeth often had conflicting political approaches to foreign policy (to put it mildly), and their disagreements were driven by fundamentally different philosophies. to assert personal dedication to his queen while also seeking to negotiate common ground regarding foreign policy. He presents her as a figure who can-in a political sense-continue to be "self-loving" (i.e. focused on preserving the defenses of her own nation) while also accepting the offers of "love" (political alliance) from other nations, particularly France. As a powerful and positive force at the center of the global arena, Elizabeth could, he claims, reach out to other nations without compromising the strength of her own.
Essex's persona as a lover of his queen may seem to be focused on the immediate realm of domestic court politics; however, his literary language of love was just as often geared toward transnational action. As I argue elsewhere, drama, diplomacy, and the rhetoric of love were related enterprises in early modern political culture, and Essex clearly understood these connections. vii A study of his entertainment sheds light on his skill as a political strategist as well as the larger trend in which literature was often a vehicle for articulating international political agenda.
viii
The device of the Indian prince begins when the same squire who appeared in Of Love and Self-Love brings before the queen two individuals: a blind prince (purportedly from the Indies) and the prince's attendant. These two figures have insisted on meeting with Elizabeth because they, following the terms of a holy oracle, are seeking a fabled queen who will cure the Indian prince of his sole imperfection: blindness. Not surprisingly, Elizabeth is the queen described, and her mere presence provides the cure. The surprise occurs after this miracle: the attendant admits that the prince has been brought to Elizabeth under false pretences. The prince is not Indian royalty but rather "seeing Loue; a prince indeed, but of greater territories then all the Indies; Armed after the Indian manner with bowe and arrows, and when he is in his ordinary habitt, an Indian naked, or attired with fethers, though nowe for semelynes clad." ix With clever wit, Essex uses the attributes of Indian dress (or lack thereof)-and the image of bows and arrows-to reveal that Elizabeth has, essentially, given sight to Cupid. The revelation of Love's true identity makes clear that this device has really been about love all along, even though the opening context of Anglo-American contact remains important to Essex's strategies. In order to reflect the dominant theme, I will hereafter refer to the entertainment as Seeing Love.
Because Love is so grateful to have received his sight, he will place all his skills and authority under Elizabeth's direction. Furthermore, Love's ability to see has implications for Elizabeth, for now "there can be no error in policy or dignity to receive him" (389). In the past, the attendant comments, Elizabeth had rejected Love's service and had adhered more to the words of Philautia, or Self-Love. Now that Love can see, however, even Philautia would endorse accepting his acts of homage. Elizabeth can remain self-loving yet also accept the love of others.
Able to embrace both positions, she can presently do what has been attributed only to the godsto love and be wise (Amare et sapere) simultaneously. Before asking the squire to show them the way out, the attendant gives him advice for his master (clearly Essex) on how best to demonstrate love for his sovereign-mistress.
Although the language of love is the dominant discourse in the second half of the entertainment, it is significant that Essex opens the device with the exoticism of the Indies. In his first lines, the squire tells the queen that he has brought before her "two wanderers, the one (as it should seme) some Indian youth, the other white of complexion and expert in language: to mee they will neither giue accompte whence they came, nor whether they would" (fol. 139r Indies and was using these resources strategically to assume global dominance. Reminding
Elizabeth of an act in the West Indies that she herself had sanctioned, Essex was acknowledging an instance when the queen had asserted England's presence in the international arena (albeit in a very small way) to diminish Spain's power. It was a contemporary instance of her actions working in harmony with his goals.
Essex also evokes the spectre of Spain in the attendant's opening description of the prince. The prince was destined to be the one who would "expell the Castillians" from his homeland. As one of Spain's geographic regions, Castile conjures up the image of Spain while both minimizing its size and power and distancing it from the term "Spain," which was increasingly associated with that nation's global empire. Essex's reference to a region with a specific geography also emphasizes that its people are, indeed, "strangers" to the West Indies and therefore have no right to force themselves on others, particularly (to a European mindset) on another monarchy. By "curing" this prince, Elizabeth indirectly becomes a righteous liberator and the helpful supporter of a fellow sovereign-roles much in keeping with her own priorities as one ever resistant to intervening abroad out of either expansionistic greed or potential threat to an existing monarch's authority.
Because Elizabeth generally opposed foreign intervention, the way that Essex presents her as a liberator in Seeing Love is significant. It is Unton's embassy that provides support for dating the performance of Seeing Love. I believe that the banquet scene famously depicted in his memorial portrait (c.1596. Figure 1) represents Seeing Love. This scene shows an attendant, followed by a masked, winged figure (Cupid). These two individuals are followed by a moon goddess (Cynthia) and then a procession 
